The impact mechanism of human activities on the evolution of coastal wetlands in the Liaohe River Delta
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Introduction: This study aims to investigate the impact of human activities on the evolution of coastal wetlands in the Liaohe River Delta. Understanding these impacts is crucial for the management, protection, and sustainable development of the ecological environment in the region.

Methods: Quantitative analysis of the evolution of coastal wetlands along the Liaohe River from 1995 to 2020 using Landsat series remote sensing images. This study examines the changes in different landscapes and explores the impact of human activities on wetlands through methods such as land transfer matrix, landscape pattern index, and human activity hotspots.

Results: The results show that the area of coastal wetlands in the Liaohe River Delta exhibited a fluctuating downward trend from 1995 to 2020. The eastern and western parts of the delta experienced greater disturbance to wetland landscapes due to human activities, while the northern and southern parts were mostly waters and reed lands with a smaller degree of human disturbance. Human activities have led to significant changes in farmland, ponds, rice paddies, construction land, and reed fields, thereby promoting the evolution of coastal wetlands.

Discussion: This article discusses the characteristics of landscape pattern evolution in the study area, as well as the impact of human interference, economy, policies, and other factors on it, and compares it with the evolution patterns of other coastal wetlands in China. The changes in the landscape pattern of the study area are mainly reflected in the reduction and fragmentation of natural wetland areas, which are closely related to human activities, especially the development of construction and agriculture. The main economic manifestation is that the increase in land demand due to economic and urban development has led to the transformation of natural wetlands into construction land and other artificial landscapes. The implementation of regulations such as the Wetland Protection Law has contributed to the rational use and ecological restoration of wetlands, and also reflects the influence of policy factors. Compared with other
studies, coastal wetlands in China generally face issues of degradation and loss, mainly caused by human activities, but also affected by natural factors such as rising sea levels, changes in coastlines, and climate change.
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1 Introduction

The coastal wetland ecosystem is located in the transition zone between land and sea and includes salt marshes, mudflats, mangroves, swamps, etc. It is one of the most diverse and valuable ecosystems in the world (Zuo et al., 2020), and coastal wetlands also have various functions, such as regulating hydrology (Su et al., 2021), regulating climate (Chang et al., 2021), providing habitats for organisms (Ostrowski et al., 2021), and purifying pollutants (Haarstad et al., 2012). As natural carbon sinks, they have a significant impact on global carbon cycling and mitigating climate change, playing an important role in global carbon storage. It is estimated that the carbon storage of coastal wetlands in 2017 was between 10,447–2,506 Mt. But it is also one of the most threatened ecosystems (Feng et al., 2023).

Although China's coastal wetlands account for only 15% of the total area of wetlands in the country, the coastal area it protects accounts for 40% of the population and more than 60% of the country’s GDP. Since China’s accession to the Convention on Wetlands in 1992, research on coastal wetlands in China has developed rapidly and has successively completed the national coastal wetland survey (Zhang et al., 2005), the study of southern mangrove forests (Jiang et al., 2015), the study of coastal wetlands around the Bohai Sea (Wei et al., 2022), and the development of coastal wetland nature reserves (Hu et al., 2020). Between 1984 and 2011, the area of coastal wetlands in China significantly decreased, and then recovered due to protection and restoration measures. This reflects the effectiveness and rationality of protection and recovery efforts in recent years (Wang et al., 2021). However, research on the microbial communities in coastal wetlands is not yet sufficient, and more attention needs to be paid to the role of these microorganisms in ecosystem processes (Lumibao et al., 2024). In addition, current research may not fully consider the impact of human activities on the evolution of coastal wetlands, especially in terms of long-term impacts on land use change.

The estuarine wetland of the Liaohe River Delta is the largest warm-temperate coastal wetland in Asia, and it has the largest wetland nature reserve in the China-Shuangtai River Estuary (i.e., Liaohe Estuary) National Nature Reserve (Wang and Zhang, 2024). The Liaohe River Delta Marine Economic Zone is one of the most important marine economic zones of China and has great prospects for development.

As an important agricultural base, the Liaohe River Delta's utilization of paddy fields and drylands contributes significantly to the local economy. However, the shift in land use, especially the shrinking of wetland areas, has negatively affected ecosystem functions and biodiversity. To mitigate wetland degradation, measures such as returning farmland to wetlands have been taken with a view to restoring wetland ecosystems. Nevertheless, ecological restoration projects tend to be small-scale and decentralized, and lack a systematic and holistic approach. Therefore, there is an urgent need to develop more scientific and integrated restoration strategies and measures to achieve comprehensive restoration of wetland ecosystems.

Current research on the Liaohe River Delta focuses on various aspects, such as wetland biological and hydrological connectivity (Chen et al., 2023a, 2023b), the influence of vegetation on climate (Yang et al., 2021), ecological and environmental benefits (Yin et al., 2021), biodiversity evaluation (Yu et al., 2020), the role of wetland soils (Wan et al., 2018), heavy metal pollution (Yan et al., 2018), and crop management (Wang et al., 2017). However, studies incorporating human activities are still limited. The Liaohe River Delta is an important marine economic zone in China, and with population growth and continuous urban development, the scale and number of human activities are increasing, and the impacts on the geologic environment are becoming increasingly serious (Li, 2011); therefore, the importance of analyzing the impacts of human activities on wetland changes in this zone is becoming increasingly prominent, and effective coastal wetland management policies require consistent monitoring programs (Valeria et al., 2021). Therefore, this paper quantitatively analyzed the evolution of coastal wetlands from 1995 to 2020 by combining six periods of remote sensing data of coastal wetlands in the Liaohe River Delta and studied the impacts of human activities on coastal wetlands in the Liaohe River Delta by combining the intensity of human disturbances, the landscape pattern index and other indices, with the aim of providing a basis for the sustainable development of land resources in the Liaohe River Delta region and the rational planning of human activities.

2 Overview of the study area

The Liaohe River Delta is located at the confluence of the Liao River and the Daliao River at the mouth of the sea, neighboring the Bohai Sea to the east and the Yellow Sea to the south, with geographic locations of 120.18°~124.32°N and 38.72°~40.35°E, and it is one of the largest coastal deltas in China (Figure 1).
The topography of the Liaohe River Delta is relatively flat, with an average elevation of less than 10 m and a maximum of no more than 20 m. The region has a temperate, semi-moist monsoon climate, with an average annual rainfall of 650 mm and an average annual temperature of 8.5°C. The estuary has a high tidal range and a low tidal range. The tidal range in the estuary averages 3.9 m. There are many breeding ponds in and around the marshes and large areas of paddy fields in the east, and in the north, there are reed beds stretching over hundreds of square kilometers, the largest in the world in terms of area.

3 Data sources

In this paper, Landsat sequence images (Table 1) and GMTED 2010 global DEM data downloaded from the Geospatial Data Cloud website (http://www.gscloud.cn/) were used. The cloud cover of all the selected remote sensing images is less than 10%. The utilized remote sensing images were preprocessed via radiometric calibration, atmospheric correction, seamless mosaicing and fine cropping.

4 Materials and methods

4.1 CART decision tree classification

The classification and regression tree (CART) method is based on remote sensing image data and other spatial data and obtains classification rules and classifies remote sensing images through expert experience, simple mathematical statistics and induction methods (Rutkowski et al., 2024). Compared with traditional decision tree classification, CART has more reliable performance and more accurate calculation results.

According to the remote sensing interpretation of land use types in the Liaohe River Delta based on the boundary contours of different feature types, band inversion and Google Earth images, ROI zones were established. Training samples of remote sensing images were obtained, and CART classification decision trees were established based on the CART acquisition rules to obtain the results of land use classification in the study area (Table 2).

In this paper, landscape type is land use type, and through remote sensing image interpretation, we are able to identify different land use types within the Liaohe River Delta, and the identification and categorization of these types is the key to understanding the impact of human activities on the evolution of coastal wetlands in the Liaohe River Delta.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vintage</th>
<th>Satellite</th>
<th>Transducer</th>
<th>Access time</th>
<th>Resolution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1995 year</td>
<td>Landsat 5</td>
<td>TM</td>
<td>1995-05-22</td>
<td>30 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000 year</td>
<td>Landsat 5</td>
<td>TM</td>
<td>2000-06-04</td>
<td>30 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005 year</td>
<td>Landsat 7</td>
<td>ETM</td>
<td>2005-03-06</td>
<td>15 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010 year</td>
<td>Landsat 7</td>
<td>ETM</td>
<td>2010-06-08</td>
<td>15 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 year</td>
<td>Landsat 8</td>
<td>OLI</td>
<td>2015-05-13</td>
<td>15 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020 year</td>
<td>Landsat 8</td>
<td>OLI</td>
<td>2020-05-10</td>
<td>15 m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2 Landscape pattern index

A landscape pattern is the spatial arrangement of landscape patches of different sizes, shapes and types. It is the result of the coupling of various human activities and natural factors at different scales (Dou et al., 2023). Landscape pattern indices highly condense landscape pattern information and reflect the basic characteristics of landscape structural composition and spatial configuration (Peng et al., 2020). In this paper, the number of patches (NP), patch density (PD) and maximum patch index (LPI) were selected as the indices to study the evolution of landscape patterns in wetlands, and the percentage of landscape type (PLAND), maximum patch index (LPI), landscape shape index (LSI) and mean plate subdimension number (FRAC_MN) were selected as indices to study the wetland landscape response to anthropogenic gradients (Table 3).

4.3 Intensity of human interference

Human disturbance intensity is used to evaluate the degree of impact of human activities on ecosystems (Xu et al., 2016), and human disturbance intensity can be measured by assessing the distribution, arrangement and combination of different landscape...
TABLE 3 Landscape pattern index calculation methods and their ecological implications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Landscape pattern index</th>
<th>Formula</th>
<th>Ecological significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of landscape patches (NP)</td>
<td>( NP = n )</td>
<td>NP Equal to the total number of patches of a given patch type in the landscape at the type level. At the landscape level, it is equal to the total number of patches in the landscape. NP reflects the spatial pattern of the landscape and is often used to describe the heterogeneity and fragmentation of the landscape.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landscape Shape Index (LSI)</td>
<td>( LSI = \frac{e_i}{\text{min}_i} )</td>
<td>Reflects the degree of aggregation of landscape types and can also indicate the complexity of landscape shape. The larger the Landscape Shape Index, the more discrete and irregularly shaped the patches are. (LSI ≥ 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of landscape types (PLAND)</td>
<td>( \text{PLAND} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} a_{ij}}{A} \times 100 )</td>
<td>A measure of the abundance of a patch type in the landscape. A value of 0 indicates that the patch type is very rare in the landscape. When the value is equal to 100, it means that the landscape consists of one type of patch. (0–PLAND ≤ 100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Plaque Index (LPI)</td>
<td>( LPI = \frac{\text{max}_{i} (a_i)}{A} \times 100 )</td>
<td>Indicates the proportion of the entire landscape area occupied by the largest patches in a given patch type, i.e., the extent to which the largest patches affect the entire type or landscape. This is the degree of influence of the largest patches on the entire type or landscape, and is often used as a measure of dominance. It is often used to measure the degree of dominance, and also reflects the direction and strength of human activities. (0–LPI ≤ 100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plaque density (PD)</td>
<td>( PD = \frac{NP}{A} )</td>
<td>Patch density (PD) expresses the density of a certain kind of patch in the landscape, which can reflect the heterogeneity and fragmentation of the landscape as a whole as well as the degree of fragmentation of a certain type, reflecting the heterogeneity of the landscape per unit area.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Landscape type</th>
<th>Interference index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reedbed</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light beach</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samara</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breeding pool</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paddy field</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reservoirs/pits</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building land</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water bodies</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woodland</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Through Equation 1, and the spatial distribution map of human interference intensity was drawn through the hotspot analysis tool.

\[
M = \sum_{i=1}^{n} f_{ih} \cdot h
\]  

In Equation 1, \( M \) is the intensity of human disturbance, \( n \) is the landscape type, \( h \) is the disturbance index, and \( f_{ih} \) is the area share of the landscape type when the landscape type is \( h \).

4.4 Wetland landscape response to human activities

The high disturbance zone and higher disturbance zone are the main areas where human activities affect the land use type transformation, and the degree of disturbance is categorized into five levels by ArcGIS 10.8 using the natural discontinuity grading method: high disturbance zone (3–2), higher disturbance zone (2–1), medium disturbance zone (1–2), lower disturbance zone (−1–2), and low disturbance zone (−2−3). And export the data of each interference zone and the land use type of each year was analyzed by spatial overlay with the exported hotspot data to obtain the relationship between the correlation between the land use type and human activities. The wetland landscape classification maps of each period were overlaid with five human disturbance intensities, and the landscape type maps of different intensity zones in each period were intercepted and imported into FRAGSTATS 4.2 software to calculate the landscape pattern index.

4.5 Methodology for analyzing social impact factors

On the basis of analyzing the characteristics of wetland evolution and the intensity of human activities, the Pearson correlation coefficient model was used to analyze the correlation between human activity indicators and wetland evolution by combining the changes in the area of various types of wetlands and other indicators that may have an impact on human activities. The relationship between the intensity of human disturbances and wetland evolution from a single perspective is relatively one-sided, and GDP growth is usually accompanied by

types in the landscape and the characteristics of dynamic changes. In this paper, combining the Classification of Land Use Status Quo (GB/T21010–2017) and previous research results (Zhang, 2021; Xie et al., 2022), the nine landscape types that were identified were assigned the disturbance index (Table 4). Using the Create Fishing Net tool in ArcGIS 10.8, a fishing net with 11536 grids was established, each grid was an evaluation unit, the intensity of human interference within each evaluation unit was calculated
urbanization, industrialization and infrastructure expansion, which may encroach on wetlands through land development. The development of aquaculture, on the other hand, requires watersheds and may enclose wetlands to expand farming areas, with implications for wetland ecology. Population growth leads to rising demand for housing, food and resources, prompting changes in land use patterns, including wetland conversion. Together, these factors pose potential risks to coastal wetlands. So GDP, aquatic products, and population data were introduced to explore the mechanism of the influence of the factors that are dominated by human activities and supplemented by social conditions on the evolution of coastal wetlands, and the calculation formula is as follows:

\[ Q_{xy} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{k} (x_i - \bar{x})(y_i - \bar{y})}{\sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{k} (x_i - \bar{x})^2 \sum_{i=1}^{k} (y_i - \bar{y})^2}} \]  

In Equation 2, \( Q_{xy} \) is the correlation coefficient between variables \( x \) and \( y \); \( h x \) and \( h y \) are the wetland area and impact factors in year \( h \), respectively; \( \bar{x} \) and \( \bar{y} \) denote the mean value of the wetland area and the mean value of the impact factor data in the corresponding years, respectively; \( i \) is a yearly variable; and \( n \) is the number of years.

5 Analysis of results

5.1 Spatial and temporal evolution of coastal wetlands

5.1.1 Land use status

In 1995, breeding ponds and paddy fields were the main types of artificial wetlands, accounting for 67.67% and 30.52%, respectively, of the artificial wetlands, and reed fields and light beaches were the main types of natural wetlands, accounting for 65.10% and 33.86%, respectively, of the natural wetlands. In 2020, breeding ponds and paddy fields accounted for 74.38% and 22.70%, respectively, of the artificial wetlands, and reed fields and light beaches accounted for 54.45% and 39.85%, respectively, of the natural wetlands. Overall, 54.45% and 39.85% of the wetlands are natural wetlands, respectively. From 1995 to 2020, the area of reed land in natural wetlands decreased substantially, and the area of light beach increased and fluctuated, but there was a large range of changes in each period. The area of breeding ponds in artificial wetlands increased and fluctuated, and paddy fields tended to increase first and then decrease. Waters and light beaches in nonwetlands showed the opposite trend, and the area of constructed land increased substantially (Figure 2). From 1995 to 2015, due to the substantial increase in the area of construction land in the Liaohe River Delta, a large area of coastal wetlands was transformed into nonwetlands dominated by construction land, and the area of coastal wetlands in the Liaohe River Delta generally decreased from 1,882.00 km² to 1,618.37 km². The proportion of natural wetlands decreased from 56.51% to 44.40%, and the proportion of manmade wetlands increased from 43.49% to 55%. The proportion of natural wetlands decreased from 56.51% to 44.40%, and the proportion of artificial wetlands increased from 43.49% to 55.60%, which indicates that the Liaohe River Delta coastal wetland was greatly disturbed by human activities and that the proportion of artificial wetlands expanded gradually. In 2020, the proportion of natural wetlands in the coastal wetlands of the Liaohe River Delta increased significantly, accounting for 55.26%, and the proportion of artificial wetlands decreased to 44.74% (Figure 3).
5.1.2 Changing landscape patterns of coastal wetlands

During the period from 1995 to 2020, the patch density of each landscape type of coastal wetlands in the Liaohe River Delta basically showed different degrees of growth, among which the patch density of paddy fields increased the most, from 0.60/km² in 1995 to 2.66/km², an increase of 2.06/km²; the patch density of winged alkali poncho showed an upward and then downward trend, from 4.7/km² in 1995 to 16.22/km² in 2005, and then decreased to 4.49/km² by 2020, compared with 1995, which also decreased by 0.21/km². The density of the winged alkali poncho patches increased and then decreased, from 4.7 patches/km² in 1995 to 16.22 patches/km² in 2005, and then decreased to 4.49 patches/km² in 2020, which was a decrease of 0.21 patches/km² compared with that in 1995 (Figure 4A).

During the period from 1995 to 2020, reed fields, breeding ponds and reservoir ponds remained on a large scale, indicating that their landscape aggregation was high and that the overall change was not significant; the maximum landscape indices of light beach and wing alkali flats were relatively small, indicating that they tended to be decentralized in general, and the overall change was obvious (Figure 4B).

The numbers of wetland patches in the six periods between 1995 and 2020 were 1,383, 1,310, 2,448, 2,487, 2,636 and 2,620, respectively. The overall fluctuations increased, of which the light beach and breeding pond experienced large changes and the greatest increase in number; both increased by 403 patches by 2020, with increases of 629.69% and 575.71%, respectively. Compared to the final change, the amount of reed land did not increase, but fluctuations during the period were large, and the greatest number of 688 patches was reached in 2015 (Figure 4C).

5.1.3 Coastal wetland conversion and comparison

From 1995 to 2000, among the coastal wetlands, 393.54 km² of natural wetlands were converted into artificial wetlands and nonwetlands, mainly into aquaculture ponds (147.33 km²) and construction land (149.64 km²), and 318.44 km² of artificial wetlands and nonwetlands were converted into natural wetlands, of which the largest area was water (216.45 km²); 317.13 km² of artificial wetlands were converted into natural wetlands and nonwetlands, mainly into reedbeds (71.47 km²) and construction land (214.71 km²). The largest area was watershed (216.45 km²); 317.13 km² of artificial wetlands were converted into natural wetlands and nonwetlands, mainly into reed land (71.47 km²) and construction land (214.71 km²); and 299.43 km² of natural wetlands and nonwetlands were converted into artificial wetlands, of which the largest area was light beach (117.86 km²) (Table 5).

During the period from 1995 to 2000, the coastal wetlands in the Liaohe River Delta generally remained relatively stable. However, due to economic development and construction demands, in the northwestern part of the region, some reed lands and other wetlands were converted to different land use types, such as built-up land, resulting in a large reduction in wetlands. During the period from 2005 to 2010, on the other hand, the wetlands in general remained relatively stable, but natural wetlands such as light beaches, alkali ponies and reed fields mainly formed in the northern part of the region, leading to an increase in the area of wetlands in the northern part of the region (Figure 5).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1995 year</th>
<th>Land transfer matrix (km²)</th>
<th>2020 year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reedbed</td>
<td>Light beach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reedbed</td>
<td>438.12</td>
<td>34.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light beach</td>
<td>7.37</td>
<td>154.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samara</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>154.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breeding pool</td>
<td>16.76</td>
<td>5.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paddy field</td>
<td>54.69</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reservoirs/pits</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building land</td>
<td>5.04</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water bodies</td>
<td>14.62</td>
<td>192.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woodland</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIGURE 4
Changes in the landscape indices of coastal wetlands: (A) is the patch density (PD) in the landscape pattern of coastal wetlands in the Liaohe River Delta from 1995 to 2020; (B) is the maximum patch index (LPI); (C) is the number of patches (NP).
5.2 Anthropogenic impacts

5.2.1 Anthropogenic hot spots

The distribution pattern of human disturbance intensity in the study area during the six periods was relatively consistent, with high disturbance areas mainly distributed on the east and west sides of the study area. The northern and southern sides are low interference zones and remain stable throughout the year. The medium interference zone and higher interference zone are mainly distributed at the edge of the high-intensity zone and are more variable. The range of the lower interference zone is relatively small, it is mainly distributed around the low interference zone, and there is no significant change (Figure 6).

![Spatial distribution of the intensity of human disturbance in the Liaohe River Delta during six periods of time.](image1)

![Spatial changes in wetlands between six periods in the Liaohe River Delta.](image2)
In the west, there are obvious changes in the interference zone, some low interference zones are gradually transformed into higher interference zones and high interference zones, and the area is gradually expanding. In the eastern coastal area, some of the low-disturbance zones changed to high-disturbance zones between 2010 and 2020 and remained relatively stable. In the north and south, water and reed fields dominate and are the main reasons for the low level of anthropogenic disturbance. In contrast, on the east and west sides, the increase in human activities such as breeding ponds, paddy fields and building sites resulted in a greater intensity of human disturbance in the area.

5.2.2 Changes in the intensity of human disturbance

To explore more intuitively the interannual changes in human disturbance intensity and disturbance area in the Liaohe River Delta, the number of grids of different disturbance areas and the mean value of human disturbance intensity were counted in each period (Figure 7), which were used to explore the relationship between the change in disturbance area and the mean value of the disturbance index.

The mean value of human disturbance intensity, which represents the average intensity of human activities within the study area, showed an overall fluctuating upward trend, with a certain degree of decline in 2010 compared with 2005, which, in combination with the number of grids of various intensities, was mainly a large decline in the number of higher disturbance areas and a certain degree of decline in the number of lowest disturbance areas.

In terms of the number of grids, the greater number of lower disturbance zones is mainly because a large area of the study area is covered by water, which results in a greater number of lower disturbance zones in all periods. In the high disturbance area, the higher disturbance area showed a fluctuating upward trend; the lower disturbance area had a significant decrease, with enhanced human interference being the main reason for the change; and the medium disturbance area, although fluctuating more, remained generally stable.

5.2.3 Wetland landscape response to human activities based on landscape type

Among the correlations between land use types and human activity hotspots, the most significant correlations were found for farm ponds, paddy fields, built-up land and reed land, which combined to exceed 90% in all periods.

Breeding ponds had the highest share but had a downward trend over time; reed land also had a downward trend but was smaller than breeding ponds and declined less; building land had the opposite trend, with different degrees of growth in all periods; and paddy land had an upward trend followed by a downward trend and declined considerably from 2010 to 2015 (Figure 8).

At the landscape type level, the evolution of human activities on coastal wetlands is mainly manifested in the reduction in wetland area due to the expansion of nonwetlands dominated by construction land and the reduction in artificial wetland area due to the restoration of natural wetlands. Since the main focus of this study was on the impact of human activities on coastal wetlands, four landscape types that are widely distributed in the high disturbance zone and higher disturbance zone, with obvious changes and subject to greater human activities, were selected (breeding ponds, paddy fields, building land and reed land) to study the response characteristics of wetland landscapes to human
activities through the landscape pattern index, and the gradient response of each wetland landscape is shown in Figure 9, taking the most representative year of 2015 as an example.

The richness of the landscape can be seen from the PLAND index; specifically, in the high disturbance area, both ponds and building land have high values, while reedbeds are relatively small compared to the former two areas. This suggests that in the high disturbance zone, there are more of the two landscape types, ponds and building land, and less of the landscape type, reedbed. The opposite is true in the low-disturbance zone, where the ponds and building sites are lower and the reedbeds are greater. As the level of anthropogenic disturbance decreased, there was a downward trend in the area of breeding ponds and building land, while the area of reed land increased as the level of anthropogenic disturbance decreased. The above changes indicate that human disturbance activities cause different landscape types to show significant spatial distribution variability under different human disturbance intensities.

The LPI is often used to measure the degree of dominance, which can also reflect the direction and strength of human activities. The trends of breeding ponds, building land and paddy fields in the LPI map all decreased with decreasing human activity disturbance, which was a high response to human activities. In the high disturbance zone, the landscape indices of aquaculture ponds are greater and more strongly affected by human activities. The reason why building land is more common in the medium disturbance zone is mainly because some of the building land is distributed near land types such as reservoirs/pits and water, resulting in a greater dominance of building land in the medium disturbance zone, while reed land is a natural wetland less disturbed by human activities, so it has a greater dominance in the low disturbance zone.

By comparing the size of the LSI, the complexity and discrete degree of different landscape types can be determined. The four landscape types of building land, paddy fields, reed fields and aquaculture ponds can be roughly summarized as decreasing-increasing-decreasing-increasing trends. Since the area range of the higher and lower disturbance zones is small, the LSI is small due to the small number of these two types of disturbance zones, and the landscapes are relatively concentrated and simple. In the medium disturbance zone, there are mostly mixed areas of various landscape types, resulting in relatively fragmented and complex landscape types in the medium disturbance zone. The landscape shape index of paddy fields in each intensity sample zone in the study area is relatively low, indicating that in the areas of various types of anthropogenic disturbances, the landscape patches of paddy fields are distributed in a clustered state, and their shapes tend to be regularized.

The FRAC_MN landscape index is used to indicate the degree of peripheral complexity, to describe and compare the geometrical characteristics of patch types, and to indicate the degree of complexity of human activities on the landscape pattern. The built-up land, breeding ponds, and paddy fields all showed an increasing and then a decreasing trend, and since they are more fragmented in the medium disturbance area, the degree of peripheral complexity is higher, resulting in a greater landscape index, while the reed land showed an increasing trend. The reedbed
land has a higher landscape index due to its larger area in the low disturbance zone.

5.2.4 Relationships between wetland evolution and social factors

The gross domestic product (GDP) has the highest correlation with wetland evolution, and the urban planning and economic development of Panjin city have led to continuous changes in human activities. The local primary industry mainly consists of agriculture and fisheries, and its development is often accompanied by changes in the area of paddy fields and aquaculture ponds, so the correlation with changes in the wetland area is greater. Tertiary industry refers to all industries other than primary and secondary industries, with many industries and a wide range, among which the development of tourism, eco-tourism and eco-agriculture are closely related to wetlands, and the reasonable development of tertiary industry can support the protection and sustainable utilization of wetlands, so its correlation with the evolution of wetland areas is greater. Therefore, the correlation with the evolution of wetland area is greater. The correlation between aquatic product production and wetland evolution is mainly reflected in the change in the breeding pond area; the area of the breeding pond in the coastal wetland is large, and fluctuations in the breeding pond cause changes in the area of the coastal wetland. Finally, in terms of population, the significance of population and wetland area change is low, although a series of urban problems caused by population growth is not the main factor affecting wetland evolution (Table 6).

6 Discussion

Compared to that in 1995, the landscape pattern of coastal wetlands in the study area changed significantly during all periods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GDP</th>
<th>Primary sector of industry</th>
<th>Secondary sector of industry</th>
<th>Tertiary sector of industry</th>
<th>Aquatic product</th>
<th>Demographic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relevance</td>
<td>−0.83</td>
<td>−0.81</td>
<td>−0.63</td>
<td>−0.79</td>
<td>−0.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This was mainly manifested in the erosion of wetlands by nonwetlands, mainly construction sites, and a large reduction in wetland area occurred. The evolution of wetlands was mainly divided into two phases, i.e., in 1995–2015, when the proportion of artificial wetlands increased and the proportion of natural wetlands decreased, and in 2015–2020, when the proportion of natural wetlands increased and the proportion of artificial wetlands decreased. Overall, each landscape type of natural wetlands is gradually fragmented, mainly in terms of reed fields and light beaches. Due to the change in precipitation conditions, the river flow is sufficient during the abundant water period, which has a strong siltation ability and leads to a decrease in the light beach area, while during the dry water period, the river flow is more scarce, and the siltation ability is relatively weakened, which results in an increase in silt deposition, thus leading to the expansion of the light beach area. As a result, the area of the light beach shows different degrees of change in all periods. The fragmentation of artificial wetlands was more obvious, mainly caused by the evolution of breeding ponds and paddy fields, which was especially obvious in the western and central parts of the Liaohe River Delta.

The intensity of human disturbance is used to evaluate the degree of influence of human activities on the ecosystem, and the high-disturbance areas are mainly distributed on the east and west sides of the Liaohe River Delta, while the low-disturbance areas are mainly distributed on the north and south sides. Combined with the landscape types, the changes in the landscape pattern characteristics of the four main types, namely, building land, aquaculture ponds, paddy fields and reed fields, were clearly regular, and the differences in the spatial distribution of different landscape types under different human disturbance intensities were significant. In the high interference area, the landscape types tend to be regularized due to human intervention; in the low interference area, there is less human interference, and most of them are monocultures of large reed fields; in the medium interference area, due to the interference of human activities and the lack of planning and management of the landscape types, the original landscape types are more fragmented, which is mainly manifested in the expansion of the buildings and the erosion of wetlands, which leads to the fragmentation of the landscape types in this interference area. The main manifestation is the erosion of the wetland by the expansion of buildings, resulting in fragmentation of the landscape type in the disturbance area. Human activities are the main cause of landscape pattern fragmentation, but excessive intervention from human activities, such as urban planning, park construction and other activities, will instead make the landscape tend to be holistic. The formation of high disturbance areas is mainly due to the increased demand for land brought about by economic and urban development, which has led to the conversion of natural wetlands into building land and other artificial landscapes; at the same time, the development of aquaculture and agricultural activities has also contributed to the use of wetlands for breeding ponds and paddy fields, and together with the direct influence of local government policies and planning on the type of land use, all these factors have combined to form a Liaohe River Delta area with a high intensity of disturbance from human activities with a high intensity of disturbance.

Combining human interference analysis with land transfer matrix not only quantifies the changes in land use types of coastal wetlands in the Liaohe River Delta, but also provides us with a deep understanding of the driving factors of changes in coastal wetlands in the Liaohe River Delta. Analysis shows that due to urbanization and economic development, especially in areas with high human activity, natural wetlands are shifting towards artificial wetlands or artificial wetlands. GDP growth and population growth respectively promote the expansion of urban construction, agriculture, and aquaculture, leading to a decrease in wetland area and changes in landscape pattern. Wetlands in highly disturbed areas tend to simplify, while wetlands in low disturbed areas retain more natural features.

The economy and policy are important factors guiding human activities. In the western and central parts of the Liaohe River Delta, due to the development of aquaculture and agriculture, large breeding ponds and paddy fields were distributed and developed rapidly for a certain period of time, which was the main reason for the high intensity of human interference in this area. However, in recent years, the impact of the Estuary Nature Reserve and wetland protection policies enacted by the local government has led to a large reduction in the number of breeding ponds and paddy fields, prompting the landscape to become more fragmented. However, in recent years, affected by estuary nature reserves and wetland protection policies issued by local governments, the number of breeding ponds and paddy fields has greatly decreased, prompting the gradual restoration of natural wetlands such as reeds. The eastern area is mainly the urban planning area of Panjin city. During the period from 2010 to 2020, the local government, to promote the economic and industrial development of the port, carried out the construction of Panjin Port Rongxing Harbor and its related facilities, which resulted in the transformation of a large area of wetlands in the southeast into construction land, thus significantly reducing the area of wetlands. With the urban planning of Panjin city, a large area of breeding ponds in the eastern part of the study area was converted into nonwetlands such as built-up land, and economic development has always been accompanied by a series of wetland changes such as urban expansion; therefore, the correlation between GDP and human activity is high.

The evolution of coastal wetlands in the Liaohe River Delta changed significantly during various periods. In the early period, due to the rapid increase in the number of people in the coastal area, anthropogenic activities were mainly manifested in land development, reclamation and urban expansion. Therefore, large-scale aquaculture ponds and related buildings were constructed in the early period of coastal wetlands to pursue economic benefits. With rapid economic development, people have begun to pursue a greater quality of life and have gradually realized the problems of water pollution and ecological damage caused by urban expansion and large-scale breeding ponds; thus, the state introduced the Wetland Protection Law and other laws and regulations, which clearly defined the scope of wetland protection, protection objectives and management measures, and emphasized the rational use of wetlands and ecological restoration. Policies prohibiting reclamation and reclamation are stipulated to curb
the overexploitation of wetlands and to protect the integrity and ecological functions of wetlands. Taking the evolution of the reed land landscape as an example, between 1995 and 2020, the area of early reed land drastically decreased due to overexploitation. However, with the implementation of the “retreat to the beach” policy in Panjin city and continued support from the central financial authorities, the reedbed was planned and protected, and some man-made landscapes, such as aquaculture ponds and paddy fields, were transformed into reedbeds, resulting in a slight increase in the area of the reedbed and a stabilization of the area.

Comparing the research of Wu Wenting et al. and Wang Han et al., we can see that coastal wetlands in China are facing serious degradation and loss issues. Wu Wenting et al.’s research found that between 1989 and 2013, over 15,000 hectares of coastal wetlands in Pudong New Area, Shanghai, disappeared or were transformed into agricultural, aquaculture, industrial or residential land due to rapid urban expansion (Wu et al., 2017). Wang Han et al.’s study pointed out that the area of coastal wetlands in Jiangsu Province decreased by 23.43% from 1990 to 2020, and the tidal wetland landscape showed a phased downward trend. Among these changes, approximately 60% of losses and gains are directly related to human activities (Wang et al., 2023). This is consistent with the fact that human activities are the main factor affecting the evolution of coastal wetlands mentioned in this article. However, Wu Wenting et al.’s study also mentioned the impact of accelerated sea level rise on the continuous narrowing of coastal wetlands, as well as the indirect factors mentioned in Wang Han et al.’s study, such as natural coastal movement and climate change, which were not covered in this article. Therefore, it can be concluded that the degradation and loss of coastal wetlands are closely related to human activities, and are influenced by a combination of multiple direct and indirect factors.

7 Conclusion

(1) From 1995 to 2020, the total area of coastal wetlands in the Liaohe River Delta showed a decreasing trend, and the landscapes of each wetland tended to be fragmented in general. During 1995–2015, due to urban construction and economic development, breeding ponds and building land use increased significantly, resulting in an increasing number of natural wetlands being converted into artificial wetlands. However, during the period of 2015–2020, large areas of breeding ponds and paddy fields returned to natural wetlands, and artificial wetlands were converted to natural wetlands in large areas due to the influence of various wetland protection policies.

(2) Human activities are the main driving force for the evolution of coastal wetlands in the Liaohe River Delta, and different human activities have different impacts on the evolution of coastal wetlands. The western and northern parts of the Liaohe River Delta have obvious changes, which are mainly manifested in the fact that the erosion of natural wetlands by human activities, such as the construction of paddy fields and aquaculture ponds, under the guidance of the economy, has made the landscape pattern of the coastal landscape more fragmented and complicated. The eastern part of the Liaohe River Delta is relatively stable because human activities such as urban planning and construction under the unified scheduling and management of government policies and the construction of Liaoning port, for example, will instead make the coastal landscape pattern regularized and integrated.

(3) The four landscapes of coastal wetland landscapes most affected by human activities are aquaculture ponds, paddy fields, construction sites and reed fields, of which aquaculture ponds and paddy fields were the main directions of human activities in the early period, influenced by socioeconomic factors. However, with the increase in population, the urban expansion caused by the construction of building land gradually became the center of human activities. Reed land, on the other hand, was affected by the expansion of breeding ponds and paddy fields in the early period and tended to decrease in area and become fragmented; in the later period, under the influence of environmental protection policies, the area recovered significantly.

(4) The protection and management of coastal wetlands is a long-term and multifaceted issue that involves multiple aspects such as nature, society, and culture. Natural factors such as climate and sea level were not addressed in this study. Future research can establish a long-term wetland monitoring and evaluation system, track the effectiveness of policy implementation and the dynamic changes of wetland ecosystems, and expand to interdisciplinary cooperation, integrating knowledge and methods from different fields, to more comprehensively understand and solve problems in wetland protection. With these improvements, future research will be able to provide more accurate and in-depth information, providing stronger scientific basis for the protection and management of coastal wetlands in the Liaohe River Delta.
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